
WPLGASC MAJOR TOURNAMENT ELIGIBILITY 
 
 WPLGASC membership is required for ALL Association major events unless otherwise 

specified. The effective date of a player’s Membership will determine the member’s eligibility for 
any event where date of and length of membership is a requisite.  

• There may be specific handicap index requirements or age requirements for some 
tournaments. The USGA Handicap Indexes will be obtained and WPLGASC membership 
will be verified by the Major tournament committees. 

• All players must apply for tournament entry on the forms provided on this site or forms 
sent to the Club Delegate. Entry dates will be found on the entry forms or on specific flyers 
sent to the Club Delegate. Entries postmarked before the opening date will be returned 
or held until after closing date. 
 

 Refunds: No refunds after the announced date. 
 

 Late Entries: NO ENTRIES will be accepted within the four (4) days preceding or on the 
tournament date. 
 

 All Major Tournaments: A player must be an amateur WPLGASC member, 18 years of age or 
older, prior to the entry dates, and have a valid USGA Handicap Index of 40.4 or less based on 
a minimum of 20 scores at the time of entry. 
 

 Away From Home and Eclectic Tournaments - If entries exceed the specified number 
allotted, preference will be based on the number of WPLGASC major and monthly tournaments 
and team games * in which members have played during the previous twelve (12) months. 
 

 Far Away From Home - If entries exceed the specified number allotted, preference will be 
based on the number of WPLGASC major and monthly tournaments and team games * in which 
members have played during the previous twelve (12) months. 

 
 Women’s Championship - An entrant must be a female member of WPLGASC for at least 90 

days prior to entry date. In addition, it may be required that an entrant has played in at least 
three (3) WPLGASC events within the 12-month period prior to the entry date. If entries 
exceed the specified number allotted, preference will be based on the number of WPLGASC 
major and monthly tournaments and team games* in which members have played during the 
previous twelve (12) months. 
 

 Senior Tournament - Entrants must be at least 50 years of age on or before the tournament 
date. If entries exceed the specified number allotted, preference for those entrants ages 50 to 
69 will be based on the number of WPLGASC major and monthly tournaments and team games* 
in which members have played during the previous twelve (12) months. There is no number of 
event requirement for entrants aged 70 and up. 
 

 Major Tournament Conditions and Rules are specific to each tournament and will be 
distributed on the day of play. 
 

 Maximum credit for Team games- 2   
 
 The Board of Directors reserves the right to revise the requirements and eligibility for any 

WPLGASC Tournament.  Entries are at the discretion of the tournament committee. The 
Board may refuse the entry of a member at any time with sufficient reason. 


